HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT RECORD

CORNWALL

Summary of Sources

The standard search used for HERs elsewhere in England for the Framework, proved impractical for the Cornwall HER, due to the size of the database. Instead, the Cornwall Historic Environment Services provided detailed lists of reports commissioned by CCC over the past 20 years. The resource list below has been compiled from these lists, supplemented by selected items from a bibliography of published sources that was prepared in support of the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage nomination. Additional material gleaned from other non CHES sources is also included.

Cornwall is unlike any other county in England because of the totality of the archaeological evidence for metal mining, and the fact that mining remains have become so central to Cornwall’s historic environment policies; the output of archaeological research has increased greatly in the period leading up to and following the success of the WHS bid. The quantity of grey material is, therefore, on a commensurately large scale. Understandably, the major focus of archaeological research into extractive industries has been on metal mining, but china clay, slate and granite have all received some attention.

Useful Contacts

The Trevithick Society publishes a journal and a newsletter for which the article titles, although not the contents, are published online: http://www.trevithick-society.org.uk/journal.htm

The Cornwall and West Devon World Heritage Site webpages contain much downloadable information: www.cornishmining.org.uk

Cornwall Archaeological Society Index of Cornish Archaeology http://www.cornisharchaeology.org.uk/journal-index.htm

Abbreviations

CAU – Cornwall Archaeological Unit
CHES – Cornwall Historic Environment Services
CCC – Cornwall County Council

[nb. In the bibliography that follows, the use of the word Anon in place of an author’s name does not imply that a report was authored anonymously, simply that the authors’ names were not present in the sources consulted to compile this list.]
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McDonnell, G 1993 ‘Further investigations at Crift Farm, Lanlivery’ J Trevithick Soc 20, 48-50


Penhallurick, R D 1986 Tin in Antiquity. London: Institute of Metals

Richardson, P H G 1992 Mining on Dartmoor and the Tamar Valley after 1913. British Mining 44 NMRS
Sharpe, A Smith, J and Jenkins, L 1990 Mineral Tramways Project. Truro: CAU
Sharpe, A 2005 ‘The evolution of the Cornwall and West Devon landscapes as a result of industrialisation from the mid-18th century to the early 20th century’ Landscape History 27, 65-70.
Stanier, P 1987 ‘Early mining and water power in the Caradon mining district of East Cornwall’ J Trevithick Soc. 14, 32-45
Stanier, P 1985 ‘Granite working in the Cheesewring District of Bodmin Moor’ J Trevithick Soc 12, 36-49
Stanier, P 1994 Cornwall’s Mining Heritage. Industrial Archaeology Review Truro: Twelveheads Press
Stanier, P 1996 ‘The De Lank Quarry’ Mining History 13.2, 41-6
Webber, R 2006 ‘Tinworking in the St. Erth valley from 1750 to the present time’ J Trevithick Soc 33, 61-71

**Cornwall Historic Environment Services (CHES) unpublished reports (formerly Cornwall Archaeological Unit – CAU) by author. Includes CHES ref nos**
Anon 2005 Cornwall Industrial Settlements Initiative Bugle (Hensbarrow Area). The Cahill Partnership and Historic Environment Service (2005R034)
Anon 2005 Cornwall Industrial Settlements Initiative Roche (Hensbarrow Area). The Cahill Partnership and Historic Environment Service (2005R035)
Anon 2005 Cornwall Industrial Settlements Initiative Stenalees (Hensbarrow Area). The Cahill Partnership and Historic Environment Service (2005R036)
Anon 2005 Cornwall Industrial Settlements Initiative Perranarworthal (Truro Area). (2005R037)
Buck, C 1998 Tamar Valley - Preliminary Assessment of Industrial Sites of Archaeological Importance. (1998R074)
Buck, C 1999 Okel Tor Works - Archaeological Assessment. (1999R047)
Buck, C 2001 Preliminary assessment of the industrial sites of archaeological importance in the Tamar Valley-Part 2, extract from Journal No:24 Friends of Morewellham. (2001R083)
Buck, C 2001 Wheal Harriet Shaft Dolcoath - Archaeological recording during site investigation works. (2001R020)
Buck, C 2003 Redmoor Mine - Archaeological Assessment and Site Investigation Results. (2003R073)
Buck, C 2006 Wheal Russell Mine - Archaeological Assessment. (2006R004)
Buck, C 2006 Wheal Brothers, Harrowbarrow - Watching brief. (2006R037)
Buck, C 2006 Coombe arsenic chimney, Harrowbarrow - Watching Brief. (2006R038)
Buck, C 2007 Prince of Wales Mine, Harrowbarrow, Cornwall Archaeological Assessment. (2007R009)
Buck, C 2007 Hingston Down Mine Cornwall Mitigation recording during Land Reclamation funded works. (2007R010)
Buck, C 2007 Drakewalls (East) Mine, St Anne's Chapel, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (2007R012)
Buck, C 2007 Prince of Wales Mine, Harrowbarrow, Cornwall Archaeological Assessment. (2007R009)
Buck, C 2008 Wheal Tom Mine, Luckett, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (2008R033)
Cole, R 1999 Great Wheal Prosper - An Archaeological Survey. (1999025)
Cole, R 2000 Great Onslow Consols, St Breward, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (2000R078)
Cole, R 2001 Greensplet Pit Extension, Cornwall - Archaeological and Historical Assessment. (2001R044)
Cole, R 2005 The Lovering China Clay Dry, Charlestown, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment 2005R032
Cole, R 2007 Wheal Rashleigh China-Clay Dry, St Blazey, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (2007R025)
Gossip, J 2006 Sara's Shaft Pumping Engine House, Wheal Kitty, St Agnes, Cornwall - Report on building survey. (2006R080)
Herring, P & Thomas, N 1990 The Archaeology of Kit Hill (Reprint 1990 with minor amendments) (1990R016)
Johns, C 1998 St Agnes Head. An archaeological assessment.
Sharpe, A 1990 Coastal Slate Quarries - Tintagel to Trebarwith. (1990R023)
Sharpe, A 1993 Dolcoath Stamps (Chapel Road) - An Archaeological Assessment. (1993R032)
Sharpe, A 1993 Daubuz’ Shaft South Frances - An Archaeological Assessment. (1993R034)
Sharpe, A 1993 Geovor and Levant - An Assessment of their Surface Archaeology. (1993R045)
Sharpe, A 1994 Levant Calciners: An Archaeological Survey of Levant Calciners and associated flues, condensing labyrinths and chimney stack prior to and during DLG works to reduce the public hazard of arsenical contamination on the site. (1994R049)
Sharpe, A 1996 Wheal Ramoth, Reen Sands, Perranporth: a report to Carrick District Council. CAU (report)
Sharpe, A 1999 Tywarnhayle Mine, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (1999R057)
Sharpe, A 2005 Wheal Peevor, Cornwall - Results of an archaeological watching brief and additional assessment survey (2005R002)
Sharpe, A 2006 Mineral Tramways Project, Unity Wood, Chacewater, Cornwall - Findings of consultancy and archaeological watching briefs during building consolidation and shaft safety works. (2006R082)
Sharpe, A & Mossop, M 2006 Mineral Tramways Project, Marshall’s Shaft, South Cordurrow, Troon, Cornwall - Results from archaeological consultancy and a watching brief during consolidation and shaft safety works. (2006R081)
Sharpe, A 2007 West Basset Trail, Carnkie, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (2007R033)
Sharpe, A 2008 Mount’s Bay: Trenow, Cudden Point, Sydney Cove, Lesceave Cliff, Rinsey East Cliff and Trewavas, Cornwall; archaeological assessment for The National Trust.
Sharpe, A 2008 Betty Adit, Brea,Cornwall - Archaeological watching brief & consultancy during conservation works. (2008R018)
Sharpe, A 2008 St. Just Environmental Improvement Works-The results of an arch. watching brief & consultancy during conservation & safety works to sites in the mining district 2002-2006. (2008R062)
Sharpe, A 2008 Mexico Shaft Shallow Adit - Its history, relationship with other adit systems & shafts on the Geovor site, & potential for further development. (2008R138)
Sharpe, A 2009 Robinson’s Shaft, Heartlands. Pool - Artefact recording prior to development works. (2009R014)
Sharpe, A 2009 Robinson’s Shaft, Heartlands, Pool - Archaeological building recording in advance of works. (2009R015)
Sharpe, A 2009 Higher Condurrow - HE consultancy & WB during conservation works as part of the MTP. (2009R049)
Sharpe, A 2009 The Mineral Tramways Project - Archaeological consultancy & watching briefs during shaft treatment works. (2009R096)
Sharpe, A 2010 Bassett Tramway Tunnel, Carnkie - Archaeological recording. (2010R018)
Smith, J 2008 Sky-Tips in the St Austell China Clay District an Archaeological Assessment. (2008R041)
Sturgess, J 2000 California Quarry, Western Blackapit, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (2000R005)
Sturgess, J 2007 East Wheal Rose Waste Transfer Pipeline, St Newlyn East, Cornwall - Archaeological Assessment. (2007R077)
Thorpe, C M 2006 Robinson’s Shaft East, South Wheal Crafty, Cornwall - Archaeological watching brief. (2006R096)
Thorpe, C 2008 Poldice Valley, Chacewater, 2001 - Archaeological watching brief. (2008R100)

CCC Externally commissioned reports (unpublished)
Anderson, R 2000 Breage Regeneration Mineshaft Treatment An Archaeological & Historical Assessment. South West Archaeology
Anon (nd) Cornish Engines, Cornwall. Archaeological Survey The National Trust
Anon (nd) Factual Report of the Results of a Desk Study & Surface Reconnaissance Inspection, relating to Old Mine Workings at Wheal Uny, Redruth. Rep No. 1535 Frederick Sherrell Limited
Anon 2001 Hallenbeagle Mine, Scorrier An Archaeological Assessment. IHC Consultants
Anon 2002 Gwithian Sand Pit, Hayle, Cornwall Archaeological Baseline Survey Auger survey results & archaeological significance. Wessex Archaeology. Prepared on behalf of Hanson Aggregates
Anon 2003 Goonvean China Clay Pit An Historic Appraisal. Ironbridge Archaeology 119
Anon 2004 Wheal Fortune, Twelveheads Site Survey & Archaeological Assessment Report. Crofty Consultancy
Anon 2004 The Portreath Incline Site Survey & Archaeological Assessment Report. Crofty Consultancy
Anon 2004 Goold’s Shaft, Troon Site Survey & Archaeological Assessment Report. Crofty Consultancy
Anon 2004 Penhellick Leats, Pool Site Survey & Archaeological Assessment Report. Crofty Consultancy

Anon 2005 Kingston Down Consols Mine, East Cornwall Results of in situ investigations in relation to past metalliferous mining activity. Frederick Sherrell Ltd
Anon 2006 The Locke Stamps & Waterwheel Written scheme of investigation for Archaeological recording during their dismantling, refurbishment & re-erection. Pendeen Community Heritage
Budd, P & Gale, D 1993 Archaeological Survey of an Early Mine Working at Wheal Coates, near St. Agnes, Cornwall University of Bradford
Cawthorne, R 1967 All that remains A survey of the mines in the Kit Hill & Callington areas a century after the heyday of the mining industry in Devon.
Northcott, V 1997 An exploration into the impacts of tin mining on Ruthernbridge & the surrounding landscape, assessment of surviving features & recommendations for future conservation. BSc dissertation (Univ Bournemouth)
Payne, A N 2001 Bank’s Shaft, Higher Stennack, St. Ives, Cornwall. Geocom (unpub report) [shaft inspection]
Payne, A N, Payne, S J & Barlow, D 2001 Bank’s Shaft, Higher Stennack, St. Ives, Cornwall. Geocom [underground survey]
Roper, S and White, S 2005 Goonvean China Clay Pit ROMPS Survey Final Report. Ironbridge Archaeology 60